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ABSTRACT: Surface snowfall rate estimates from the Global Precipitation Measurement (GPM) mission’s Core

Observatory sensors and the CloudSat radar are compared to those from the Multi-Radar Multi-Sensor (MRMS) radar

composite product over the continental United States during the period from November 2014 to September 2020. The

analysis includes the Dual-Frequency Precipitation Radar (DPR) retrieval and its single-frequency counterparts, the GPM

Combined Radar Radiometer Algorithm (CORRA), the CloudSat Snow Profile product (2C-SNOW-PROFILE), and two

passive microwave retrievals, i.e., the Goddard Profiling algorithm (GPROF) and the Snow Retrieval Algorithm for GMI

(SLALOM). The 2C-SNOW retrieval has the highest Heidke skill score (HSS) for detecting snowfall among the products

analyzed. SLALOM ranks second; it outperforms GPROF and the other GPM algorithms, all detecting only 30% of the

snow events. Since SLALOM is trained with 2C-SNOW, it suggests that the optimal use of the information content in the

GMI observations critically depends on the precipitation training dataset. All the retrievals underestimate snowfall rates

by a factor of 2 compared to MRMS. Large discrepancies (RMSE of 0.7–1.5mmh21) between spaceborne and ground-

based snowfall rate estimates are attributed to the complexity of the ice scattering properties and to the limitations of the

remote sensing systems: the DPR instrument has low sensitivity, while the radiometric measurements are affected by the

confounding effects of the background surface emissivity and of the emission of supercooled liquid droplet layers.
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1. Introduction

The Global Energy andWater Exchanges project (GEWEX)

initiative of theWorld Climate Research Program continues to

struggle with a lack of accurate precipitation estimates at high

latitudes where precipitation occurs mainly as snowfall (Joe

et al. 2010; Stephens et al. 2018; Liu 2020). The IPCC (2013)

reported an additional surplus of 4Wm22 of radiative flux into

the surface compared to the previous energy budget, which has

been compensated by an increase of the latent heat flux and

attributed to snowfall at high latitudes (Stephens et al. 2012;

L’Ecuyer et al. 2015). This epitomizes that accurate snowfall

estimates are key to establish a baseline against which changes

in Earth’s water and energy budgets can be measured. Little is

also known about the impact of climate change on solid pre-

cipitation, though indications suggest that high-latitude pre-

cipitation has been increasing since the beginning of the

century (Surussavadee and Staelin 2009) and its intensification

is predicted by climate models (Lau et al. 2013). Quantifying

snowfall rates is crucial for estimating snow water accumula-

tion at the surface (Lettenmaier et al. 2015), which is essential

for advancing our understanding of polar processes. Finally,

snowfall and its eventual melt and runoff affects water re-

sources (Skofronick-Jackson et al. 2019) and feedbacks on the

thermohaline circulation.

High-latitude in situmeasurements of precipitation are still rare

due to the remoteness of these regions, and are fraught with

problems like undercatch andwind-blown snow biases (Fassnacht

2004). Thismeasurement gap can be bridged by spaceborne active

and passive microwave (PMW) sensors that are tailored to detect

and quantify snowfall thanks to their ability to probe within

clouds (Levizzani et al. 2011; Skofronick-Jackson et al. 2017).

Two spaceborne radars paved the way toward ground-

breaking vertically resolved observations of falling snow over
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much of the globe: the CloudSat Cloud Profiling Radar (CPR;

Tanelli et al. 2008) and the Global Precipitation Measurement

(GPM) mission Dual-Frequency Precipitation Radar (DPR;

Skofronick-Jackson et al. 2017). The CPR was developed by

the National Aeronautics and Space Administration (NASA),

while the DPR was built by the Japan Aerospace Exploration

Agency (JAXA). Both sensors have provided novel snowfall

climatologies (e.g., Wood and L’Ecuyer 2018; Kulie et al. 2016;

Milani et al. 2018; Palerme et al. 2014; Bennartz et al. 2019;

Kulie et al. 2020) which have been thoroughly discussed and

intercompared in Skofronick-Jackson et al. (2019).

PMW sensors are promising for snowfall characterization as

well, with high-frequency channels (90–190GHz) generally

sensitive to ice scattering (Bennartz andBauer 2003; Skofronick-

Jackson and Johnson 2011; Liu and Seo 2013). Since PMW

radiometers have a large swath and are installed on multiple

platforms, they ensure good global coverage and long data

records. Physical and empirical approaches have been de-

veloped for snowfall retrievals using PMW radiometers,

including conically scanning radiometers such as the Special

Sensor Microwave water vapor sounder (SSM/T2; Liu and

Curry 1997), the Special Sensor Microwave Imager/Sounder

(SSMIS; You et al. 2015), and the Global Precipitation

Measurement Microwave Imager (GMI; Rysman et al. 2018;

Takbiri et al. 2019); and cross-track-scanning radiometers

like the Advanced Microwave Sounding Unit-B (AMSU-B)

and Microwave Humidity Sounder (MHS; Kongoli et al.

2003; Ferraro et al. 2005; Surussavadee and Staelin 2009;

Noh et al. 2009; Liu and Seo 2013) and the Advanced

Technology Microwave Sounder (ATMS; Kongoli et al.

2015; Meng et al. 2020). The launch of the GPM Core

Observatory fostered the development of combined radar–

radiometer snowfall algorithms, such as the Combined Radar

Radiometer Algorithm (CORRA; Grecu et al. 2016; Grecu

and Olson 2020).

Both active and passive microwave-based snowfall remote

sensing remains challenging because snowfall scattering

properties (backscattering and extinction in particular), that

are germane for converting measurements into physical quan-

tities like snow rates and ice contents, depend on complicated

shape of snowflakes (e.g., Petty andHuang 2010; Kuo et al. 2016;

Liu 2020; Kneifel et al. 2020). Since snow precipitating systems

are often composed of a vast gamut of snow habit types with a

variety of densities, shapes and sizes, microphysical retrievals

are generally characterized by large uncertainties. For space-

borne radars, additional limitations come from the contami-

nation by the ground clutter in the lowest 1000m (Bennartz

et al. 2019; Palerme et al. 2019), the limited coverage, the low

sensitivity for the DPR (Casella et al. 2017; Skofronick-

Jackson et al. 2019), and the reflectivity saturation at high snow

rates for the CPR (Cao et al. 2014; Liu 2020). For PMW sen-

sors, two extra issues are encountered. First, the weak snowfall

scattering signal can be masked by the increased atmospheric

emission from supercooled cloud droplets (Kneifel et al. 2010;

Liu and Seo 2013; Wang et al. 2013; Panegrossi et al. 2017).

Second, the changes in the surface emissivity due to snow

accumulation (and its subsequent metamorphosis) and/or sea

ice variability can be confused with the snow hydrometeor

microwave signal (Noh et al. 2009; Turk et al. 2014; Munchak

et al. 2020; Takbiri et al. 2019). These issues highlight the need

to properly characterize the microwave surface properties at

the time of the overpass, especially at high latitudes and in cold

and dry conditions, when the high-frequency channels are

more affected (Panegrossi et al. 2017; You et al. 2016; Ebtehaj

and Kummerow 2017; Munchak et al. 2020).

Satellite microwave snowfall products have previously

been validated with ground-based radar algorithms (Cao

et al. 2014; Norin et al. 2015; Matrosov 2019; von Lerber et al.

2018; Smalley et al. 2017; Meng et al. 2020). In such studies,

both the detection skill and the quantitative estimation of

surface snowfall rates are typically assessed. However, such

validation efforts are usually restricted to a single satellite

snowfall product (e.g., Bennartz et al. 2019). In this paper, we

capitalize on the availability over the past few winter seasons

of both the CPR and GPM data, and of the Multi-Radar

Multi-Sensor (MRMS; Zhang et al. 2016) system version 11

snowfall rates over the continental United States (CONUS).

This allows for an extensive intercomparison of the MRMS

precipitation data with the radar-only (both CPR and DPR),

radiometer-only (GMI), and combined (GMI and DPR)

snowfall retrievals.

Section 2a presents a description of the ground-based

MRMS product which is used as a benchmark for a number

of spaceborne retrievals described in section 2b. The meth-

odology of the comparison is presented in section 3, while the

main results can be found in section 4. Conclusions are drawn

and the study is summarized in section 5.

2. Snow precipitation products

This section briefly describes the characteristics of the

ground reference data and the different satellite snowfall

products used for the intercomparison.

a. The ground reference Multi-Radar Multi-Sensor dataset

The U.S. Next Generation Weather Radar (NEXRAD)

network of 160 S-band Weather Surveillance Radar-1988

Doppler (WSR-88D) radars, operated by the National Weather

Service (NWS), together with 30 Canadian radars, mostly op-

erated by the Meteorological Service of Canada (MSC), pro-

vide the main input to the MRMS dataset. The coverage of the

MRMS domain, along with the location of all the radars that

are feeding the MRMS products, is shown in Fig. 1.

Rapid (3–10min) radar volume scans, numerical model

outputs (i.e., freezing-level height, temperature, wind, and

relative humidity) from the Rapid Update Cycle (RAP) and

automated gauge networks, such as the Hydrometeorological

Automated Data System (HADS; Kim et al. 2009) and the

Meteorological Assimilation Data Ingest System (MADIS;

Miller et al. 2007), feed algorithms that generate hydromete-

orological products at the resolution of 0.018 3 0.018 every

2min (Zhang et al. 2016). The MRMS system generates

seamless real-time and high-resolution precipitation products

over the CONUS (1308–608W; 228–558N), including snowfall.

These products support many meteorological, hydrological

and aviation applications.Moreover, NEXRAD’s polarimetric
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capabilities allow for the removal of nonhydrometeor echoes,

which makes MRMS a very reliable precipitation detector. An

example of two products (precipitation rate and precipitation

type) showing a snapshot of the March 2017 North American

blizzard is presented in Fig. 2.

Because most of the gauges that are feeding into the MRMS

system are tipping buckets, which encounter issues in measur-

ing snowfall accurately (Martinaitis et al. 2015; Rasmussen et al.

2012; Wen et al. 2017), instantaneous precipitation rate values

based on the radar-only measurements are used in this study.

In this product, the near-surface snow precipitation rate,

PRMRMS, is obtained from the reflectivity-to-snow relationship

Z5 75PR2
MRMS (Zhang et al. 2016; Kirstetter et al. 2015, 2018),

which is equivalent to

PR
MRMS

(Z)5 0:12Z0:5. (1)

To identify snowfall, two criteria are used. First, the S-band

radar reflectivity factor Z must exceed 5 dBZ in order to

avoid echoes caused by Bragg scattering (Kollias et al. 2007).

Second, surface and wet-bulb temperatures derived from

hourly model analyses must be lower than 28 and 08C, re-
spectively. The threshold value imposed on the reflectivity

limits the MRMS sensitivity to snowfall rates higher than

0.2 mmh21.

The validation of the GPM snowfall algorithms is performed

over the period spanning between November 2014 and

September 2020. The ground-based data for the analysis were

obtained from Iowa State University (they are freely available

at https://mtarchive.geol.iastate.edu/). The CloudSat prod-

uct is validated with the same dataset close to the end of the

mission, i.e., until November 2017, but additionally the single-

polarization MRMS data of Zhang and Gourley (2018) cov-

ering the period between 2006 and 2011 are used. Note that the

old product is characterized by a lower time resolution (5min)

and it lacks the polarimetric quality control, which may affect

the accuracy of the collocation. Despite these limitations, the

inclusion of these data greatly increases the validation dataset

size (CloudSat CPR was fully operational during 2006–11

whereas it has been operated in daylight only after a battery

anomaly in March 2011).

b. Satellite products

The description of the satellite precipitation products is di-

vided into subsections that reflect the instrument used for the

retrieval.

1) GPM-DPR PRODUCTS (DPR, KU AND KA ONLY)

The GPM-DPR products provide precipitation estimates

as single-frequency (SF) algorithms, based on measurement

collected only at Ku band or only at Ka band, as well as

FIG. 2. An example ofMRMS products over the northeast United

States at 2002UTC14Mar 2017. (a) Instantaneous precipitation rate

(PR) derived every 2min from the radar measurements. (b) Precipitation

phase flag (NOP—no precipitation; WSR—warm stratiform rain;

SNW—snow; CNV—convection; HL—hail; CSR—cold stratiform

rain; TSR—tropical stratiform rain).

FIG. 1. A map of the study area. Gray shading indicates the

spatial extent of the MRMS products, crosses show the loca-

tion of the radars, while circles indicate 100-km range. Red

and blue colors correspond to the U.S. and Canadian instru-

ments, respectively.
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dual-frequency (DF) retrievals that take advantage of the dual-

frequency measurements for the collocated Ku- and Ka-band

pixels. In this study, we use the DPR, Ku and Ka version

06 products (Iguchi and Meneghini 2017, 2016b,a). These

algorithms follow the same modular procedure, with some

differences in the design for the DF and SF products. First,

the clutter-free ranges closest to the ground are identified

and it is determined whether precipitation reaches the surface.

Second, the surface reference technique (SRT) is used to es-

timate the path-integrated attenuation (PIA) for each fre-

quency due to the propagation through precipitation using

the radar returns from the surface (Meneghini et al. 2000).

Different variations of the technique are run and a combi-

nation of them provides the final PIA-SRT estimate (Liao

and Meneghini 2019). From version 06, an additional PIA

estimate based on the power-law relation between the re-

flectivity and the attenuation (see Hitschfeld and Bordan

1954) is calculated. This new PIA estimate was shown to

reduce erroneously large precipitation estimates near coasts

and it leads to a better agreement with the validation data

over the United States. The attenuation due to nonprecipitating

cloud and atmospheric gases is calculated from the ancillary

environmental data provided by the Japan Meteorological

Agency Global Analysis (GANAL) model. Next, the classifi-

cation module labels precipitation types and provides infor-

mation on the melting layer through distinct SF and DF

algorithms. The probability of snow at the surface, based on the

slope of the dual-frequency wavelength ratio (DWR), the

storm-top height, and the maximum of the measured Ku-band

reflectivity, is provided (Le and Chandrasekar 2019) by the DF

product only. The drop size distribution (DSD)module sets the

physical properties relative to the precipitation phase that are

used for simulating the radar reflectivities. The DSD is as-

sumed to follow a normalized gamma function. Assuming a

shape parameter fixed to 3, only two parameters are retrieved,

namely, the intercept Nw of the normalized distribution and

the mass-weighted mean diameter Dm. These parameters are

obtained by iteratively fitting the measurements by imposing

a relationship between Dm and the precipitation rate (Seto

and Kinoshita 2015; Seto and Shimozuma 2015). An adjust-

ment factor «, conceived to solve inconsistencies between at-

tenuation estimates obtained by the different attenuation

estimation techniques (Seto and Iguchi 2015), is computed for

each precipitation column.

2) CLOUDSAT CPR PRODUCT: 2C-SNOW-PROFILE

The CloudSat Snow Profile product (2C-SNOW-PROFILE;

Wood and L’Ecuyer 2018) estimates vertical profiles of snow

properties, such as snowfall rate, snow size distribution pa-

rameters and snowwater content, from themeasured profiles

of CloudSat CPR reflectivity. The estimated snow properties

are obtained using an optimal estimation retrieval approach

(Rodgers 2000), which is applied where the 2C-PRECIP

CPR product indicates surface snow probable or certain or if

the estimated liquid fraction is less than 10%–15% (dry

snow). The 2C-SNOW-PROFILE algorithm follows four

steps. First, the clutter-contaminated range bins near the

surface are detected and excluded (the clutter region ranges

from 500m for ocean without sea ice or inland water to

1000m for all other surfaces). Second, the snow layers are

identified looking at contiguous radar bins located at tem-

peratures below 08C, as inferred from the ECMWF-AUX

temperature profiles. Third, an optimal estimation method is

adopted to retrieve the two free parameters (i.e., slope and

intercept) of the assumed exponential snow size distribution

(Marshall and Palmer 1948); fourth, the snowfall rate is calculated

for the estimated particle size distribution based on explicit,

physically based, mass–size and velocity–size relations specific

to snow (Mitchell 1996).

3) GMI-GPROF

The Goddard Profiling algorithm (GPROF; Kummerow

et al. 2015) is the NASA operational precipitation retrieval

algorithm for the GPM passive microwave radiometers con-

stellation, including the GPM Microwave Imager (GMI). For

each set of multifrequency GMI brightness temperatures,

GPROF provides a cloud and precipitation profile derived

from a predefined database of possible solutions (referred to

as an a priori database) based on a Bayesian inversion scheme.

To limit the solution search only to appropriate cloud regimes,

the a priori database is partitioned using various ancillary

data: the 2-m temperature (T2m) and the total precipitable

water (TPW) from reanalyses and the surface type classifica-

tion. The surface types are obtained from a SSM/I-observed

emissivity climatology (Aires et al. 2011) and its daily updates

by NOAA’s AutoSnow product (Romanov et al. 2000). The

GMI GPROF version 05 product (Iguchi and Meneghini

2016c) tested in this study, considers different sources of

precipitation retrievals to build its a priori database de-

pending on the surface type detected in the GMI IFOV. The

Ku-band and the DPR combined version 04 algorithms (Ku-

V04, CORRA-V04) are used to build the database over

‘‘land’’ (i.e., vegetated surfaces, inland waters, and coastlines)

and ‘‘ocean’’ (i.e., oceans, sea ice, and sea ice/ocean bound-

aries), respectively (see Grecu et al. 2004, 2016). Alternatively,

MRMS is used over snow-covered-land surfaces. One year

of Ku-V04, CORRA-V04 retrievals (from September 2014 to

August 2015) and two years ofmatchedMRMSdata (fromApril

2014 to August 2016) populate the a priori dataset. Out of the

three different precipitation estimates provided by GPROF

(surfacePrecipitation,mostLikelyPrecipitation, frozenPrecipitation),

only the surfacePrecipitation product is assessed for the agree-

ment with MRMS in this study. The frozenPrecipitation prod-

uct, or more specifically its ratio to the surfacePrecipitation

retrieval, is only used as a measure of the snow probability ac-

cording toGPROF. The quantitative evaluation against MRMS

is performed where the ratio exceeds 0.9 which ensures that

GPROF is predominantly retrieving snow.

4) GMI-SLALOM

The SnowRetrieval Algorithm for GMI (SLALOM;Rysman

et al. 2018, 2019), developed at CNR-ISAC under the

EUMETSAT Satellite Application Facility for Operational

Hydrology and Water Management (H SAF) program, is a

frozen-precipitation-only retrieval algorithm based on ma-

chine learning, primarily designed for the GMI. SLALOM
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inputs all 13 GMI channels together with ancillary variables

describing the atmospheric conditions (e.g., ERA-Interim

T2m, TPW, humidity profiles). In contrast to the GPROF al-

gorithm, SLALOM does not consider any background infor-

mation on the surface type. SLALOM is composed of four

modules: (i) the snowfall detection, (ii) the supercooled

droplet at cloud-top detection, (iii) the snow water path

(SWP), and (iv) the surface snowfall rate (SSR) estimation

modules. The snowfall and supercooled detection modules

rely mainly on the random forest approach, while the SWP

and SSR retrieval modules use a segmented multilinear re-

gression approach and a gradient boosting method, respec-

tively. SLALOM SWP and SSR retrievals are trained on the

CPR 2C-SNOW-PROFILE product using a GMI/CloudSat

coincidence dataset (2B-CSATGPM product V03B; Turk

2016) that is mostly populated at higher latitudes, largely

around 608N/S. The snowfall and supercooled droplet detec-

tion is trained using the CloudSat and CALIPSO radar–lidar

(DARDAR; Delanoë and Hogan 2008) cloud classification

product.

5) CORRA

The GPM Combined Radar Radiometer Algorithm (CORRA;

Grecu et al. 2016) integrates the DPR and the GMI into a

physically consistent precipitation product. CORRA is based

on the optimal estimation method. A physical forward model

based on the soft-sphere approximation is used to build lookup

tables and simulate satellite radar and radiometer observations

as a function of the state vector, at all frequencies of interest.

The forward operator accounts for nonuniform beam filling

(Durden et al. 1998; Zhang et al. 2004) and multiple scattering

effects (Hogan and Battaglia 2008). The observation vector

includes the profile of Ka-band radar reflectivity, the GMI

brightness temperatures downscaled to the DPR footprint

(using the methodology of Bauer and Bennartz 1998) and the

radar path-integrated attenuation estimates. The unknown

vector has a single unknown for each radar bin, i.e., the inter-

cept parameter of the normalized gamma particle size distri-

bution (Testud et al. 2001). The shape parameter of the

distribution m is left fixed while the weighted mean diameter

Dm is diagnosed using Ku-band reflectivity data alone based

on a first guess assumption on the Nw profile (Iguchi et al.

2000). As it is done for the DPR products, determination of the

precipitation phase at the ground is based on the brightband

detection in the clutter-free bins. This study uses version 06 of

the CORRA product (Olson 2017).

3. Methodology

Comparisons between spaceborne and ground-based prod-

ucts require spatial and temporal collocation. In this study, the

temporal collocation is addressed by selecting the MRMS al-

gorithm output that is closest in time to the satellite overpass.

To perform spatial matching, the MRMS product is coarsened

to the horizontal resolution of the DPR and the 36-GHz

channel of the GMI (5 3 5 km2 and 15 3 9 km2, respec-

tively). Although the horizontal resolution of the MRMS

grid is only slightly better than that of the CloudSat retrieval

(1.4 3 1.7 km2), it is also coarsened prior to the comparison

with the 2C-SNOW product. The spatial coarsening is per-

formed for each overpass by weighting and then averaging the

MRMS precipitation rates within the spaceborne instrument

field of view (IFOV) with a Gaussian approximation of the two-

way antenna gain (details inMroz et al. 2017).An example of the

MRMSprecipitation outputmatchedwith theGMI resolution is

presented in Fig. 3 along with the GPROF and DPR products.

The MRMS precipitation type product is used to calculate

the fraction of the spaceborne sensor footprint that is occupied

by solid and liquid precipitation phases (see Fig. 3a). The

precipitation phase from GPROF and the DPR is presented in

Figs. 3b and 3c for comparison. SinceGPROF does not provide

a categorical precipitation phase (solid/liquid/melting), the

frozen fraction is obtained as a ratio between the GPROF

frozen precipitation product (frozenPrecipitation) and the

GPROF total precipitation rate (surfacePrecipitation). There

is a clear correspondence between the precipitation phase re-

ported by theMRMS andGPROF products and the contour of

the 08C isotherm of the 2-m wet-bulb temperature that is de-

rived from ECMWF ERA5 reanalysis data. This indicates that

both of them rely on the ambient temperature information

provided by ancillary data and differences in the probability

of solid precipitation might result from using different nu-

merical analysis input fields. The phase classification of the

DPR is not in agreement with MRMS and GPROF over Lake

Michigan. On one hand, the ranging capability of the space-

borne radar allows the detection of a bright band associated

to the melting layer, which ensures high confidence in the

rain detection. On the other hand, signatures of melting can

be masked by surface clutter that can lead to too-frequent

classification of snowfall precipitation (Watters et al. 2018;

Skofronick-Jackson et al. 2019). Thus, it remains questionable

which algorithm is closer to the truth for this case study.

Because the determination of the precipitation phase is not

the focus of this work, the detection capabilities of different

products are evaluated independently of their corresponding

phase flags. The environmental data from ECMWF ERA5

reanalysis (wet-bulb temperature, skin temperature, and

near-surface ambient temperature gradient) are fed into the

model of Sims and Liu (2015) to determine if the environ-

mental conditions at the ground are favorable for snowfall.

The assessment of the detection capabilities of the products is

performed over pixels where the probability of frozen pre-

cipitation exceeds 90% according to the ECMWF data, re-

gardless of the precipitation phase classifiers of each algorithm.

Moreover, to minimize nonuniform beam filling issues, only

those spaceborne footprints that are either completely empty

or at least half-filled with nonzero PRs are considered. In case

of theCloudSat product, all theMRMS native resolution pixels

within 2 km from the satellite footprint center must be filled to

be included in the intercomparison dataset. When adopting

these thresholds, we account for approximately 95% of the

precipitation volume reported by the ground-based product.

By including the empty pixels in the dataset, the number of

false snow warnings can be rigorously quantified.

Note that comparing precipitation intensity when the valida-

tion and the spaceborne datasets disagree on the precipitation
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phase may bias the quantitative comparison (mean error,

RMSE, and other statistics). This issue does not affect SLALOM

and 2C-SNOW products as they report precipitation intensity

subject to being in a solid form. To avoid any potential biases, the

quantitative validation presented in section 4c is performed only

where both the MRMS and the satellite algorithms indicate solid

phase precipitation. To determine the precipitation phase in the

DPR products we use phaseNearSurface flag, for CORRA

surfLiqRateFrac is used, while the ratio of frozenPrecipitation

to surfacePrecipitation is utilized for GPROF. For MRMS,

only the coarsened pixels where no rain contamination is

present (i.e., all MRMS 1-km pixels within the spaceborne

footprint are flagged as snow) are considered.

Prior to the analysis, the MRMS validation dataset is quality

controlled. The data points that correspond to precipitation

rates exceeding 21.3mmh21 are removed. Such snowfall cor-

responds to a radar reflectivity of 45 dBZ that is commonly

used as a threshold for hail detection (Mroz et al. 2017) or a

signature of ground clutter contamination. Another issue that

affects the remote ground-based detection is the decreasing

vertical resolution with range. It results in a reduced sensitivity

and an increasing blind zone height above the surface while

moving away from the radar. For instance, at a range of 50, 100,

and 150 km any targets below 150, 600, 1300m, respectively,

are invisible to the radar. If the system has a beamwidth of 18,
its vertical resolution is reduced from approximately 900m at

50 km to 2600m at 150 km, over which span the sensitivity

drops by 9.5 dB. This problem can strongly affect the assess-

ment of the snowfall detection capabilities from space, since

any precipitation in the blind zone of the ground-based radar

would be interpreted as a false alarm for the satellite product.

To quantify this effect, the validation data were split into nine

range-dependent groups. Each group corresponds to an equal-

area ring with the inner (outer) radius ranging from 0 to

141.4 km (50–150 km). Figure 4a shows the false alarm ratio

(FAR) for each spaceborne retrieval as a function of the ring

radius. For this analysis, very weak snowfall rates (below ap-

proximately 0.1mmh21 that are undetectable by MRMS but

reported by spaceborne algorithms are treated as a correct

rejection in the satellite product (see the discussion below and

Table 1). Although the detection capabilities of the spaceborne

sensors should not depend on the distance from the ground-

based instruments, the FAR clearly increases as the range gets

larger, with SLALOM and 2C-SNOWbeing the most affected.

An initial drop in the number of the false alarms observed for

the 2C-SNOW, CORRA, DPR, and Ku-only algorithms may

correspond to the ground clutter effect in the spaceborne

measurements. In other words, at very close ranges where

ground-based radar samples close to the ground, the signal of

the spaceborne systems can be contaminated by the surface

return which results in some false alarms from space. As the

range increases, the blind zone of two sensors becomes com-

parable and thus the FAR decreases. When the distance from

the ground-based radar exceeds approximately 110 km, the

FAR of the satellite products is rapidly increasing because they

correctly report precipitation that occurs in the blind zone of

the MRMS radars. This indicates that the evaluation of the

detection capabilities of the spaceborne sensors should be

performed in proximity to the ground-based radars where their

measurements are more reliable (as it was noted by Smalley

et al. 2017).However, overly restrictive distance-based filtering

can lead to large statistical errors due to the insufficient sample

FIG. 3. The 18 Nov 2014 case study. (a)–(c) Precipitation phase at the ground as derived by MRMS, GPROF, and DPR products at

1756 UTC, respectively. (d)–(f) The corresponding surface precipitation rates from different algorithms. The faint colors indicate regions

where rain or melting snow is present at the ground. The dashed (solid) lines mark the edges of the GMI (DPR) swath. The thickmagenta

line marks the 08C isotherm of the wet-bulb temperature at 2-m height according to the ERA5 ECMWF reanalysis data.
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size. Therefore, the analysis that follows is performed for all

samples within 110 km from the ground-based radars.

The detection capabilities of the spaceborne sensors is

assessed against the MRMS product, which has its own limi-

tations. In principle, an instrument that is more sensitive than

MRMS could detect snowfall where the reference indicates no-

snow; such an occurrence would be misleadingly recorded

as a false alarm. To address this issue, the sensitivity of

each spaceborne retrieval is adapted to that of MRMS by

introducing an algorithm-specific optimal filtering threshold

(SBth). Snowfall rates below SBth are treated as ‘‘no-snow.’’ In

this way, low precipitation rates that are undetectable for

MRMS, but not for the spaceborne product, are converted to

‘‘no-snow’’ in the spaceborne dataset. The threshold SBth is

identified by maximizing the Heidke skill score (HSS; Heidke

1926) over a range of precipitation rates. The HSS curves for

each algorithm are shown in Fig. 4b. The PMW and CloudSat

products display a well-defined peak at approximately

0.1mmh21 which confirms the legitimacy of the filtering pro-

cedure described above. The HSS curves of the DPR-based

retrievals are flat for the precipitation rates below their sensi-

tivity limit and then they gradually decrease. This indicates that

no precipitation rate filtering is needed for these products as

the spaceborne retrieval has an effective sensitivity that is not

better than the reference. For consistency with the other al-

gorithms, the sensitivity thresholds of the DPR is reported as

the optimal threshold in Table 1.

To summarize, the detection capabilities of the spaceborne

instruments are assessed for pixels within 110 km and where

the probability of frozen precipitation according to the meth-

odology of Sims and Liu (2015) exceeds 90%. Snowfall rates

exceeding 21.3mmh21 and MRMS coarsened pixels that are

less than 50% filled are not considered. The precipitation rates

reported by the satellite retrievals that are below the SBth are

treated as ‘‘no-snow.’’ For instance, a correct detection (‘‘hit’’)

is defined as a spaceborne sensor-resolution pixel for which at

least 50% of the finer native resolution MRMS pixels are snow

and the spaceborne estimate exceeds the intensity threshold

given in Table 1. A correct rejection is triggered if MRMS

reports no precipitation within the satellite footprint but the

probability of snow exceeds 90% and the PR from the satellite

is lower than the optimal threshold. Additionally, the quanti-

tative comparison is performed where the upscaled MRMS

pixels are not contaminated by rain and the spaceborne

products also indicate frozen precipitation at the ground.

4. Results

a. Detection of snow

The detection capabilities of the spaceborne products is

quantified in terms of the following metrics: the probability of

FIG. 4. (a) Dependence of the false alarm ratio on the distance to

the nearest ground-based radar. (b) The HSS of the spaceborne

algorithms as a function of the ‘‘no-snow’’ precipitation threshold.

The color coding of the lines in (a) is given in (b).The ‘‘CPR-old’’ and

‘‘CPR-new’’ line represents the detection scores validated with the

single-polarization and dual-polarization MRMS products, respec-

tively. The single-polarization dataset spans from 2006 to 2011; the

dual-polarization data cover the period from 2014 onward. Note

that the DPR line is hidden below the Ku-only product’s line.

TABLE 1. Frozen precipitation detection scores over the analysis period for all surface types. CSI: critical success index; HSS: Heidke

skill score; POD: probability of detection; FAR: false alarm ratio; SBth: the threshold used for the spaceborne product to discriminate

between ‘‘snow’’ and ‘‘no-snow’’ pixels in order to get the best agreement with the ground-based snow occurrences. The values in the

parentheses for the CloudSat retrieval were obtained with the MRMS data prior to the dual-polarization upgrade for an earlier 5-yr

period.

Score SLALOM GPROF CORRA DPR Ku Ka 2C-SNOW

POD (%) 57.3 28.1 32.9 31.1 31.0 4.8 78.4 (69.7)

FAR (%) 26.3 39.6 3.0 2.8 2.7 2.1 25.5 (47.0)

HSS (%) 58.7 31.3 47.1 45.1 45.0 8.5 74.7 (58.0)

CSI (%) 47.6 23.7 32.6 30.8 30.7 4.8 61.8 (43.1)

SBth (mm h21) 0.08 0.11 0.13 0.10 0.16 0.35 0.10 (0.14)

No. ofMRMS ‘‘no-precipitation’’ samples 2 324 6950 8 945 928 225 355 (1 349 190)

No. of MRMS ‘‘snow’’ samples 1 869 954 745 312 16 003 (71 876)
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detection (POD), the FAR, the HSS, and the critical success

index (CSI). These measures are defined as

POD5
h

h1m
; FAR5

f

f 1 r
; CSI5

h

h1 f 1m
; (2)

HSS5
2(hr2 fm)

(h1m)(m1 r)1 (h1 f )(f 1 r)
, (3)

where h, f, m, and r denote the number of correct detections

(hits), false alarms, missed detections, and correct rejections,

respectively. A complete list of the detection scores is given in

Table 1. The 2C-SNOW achieves by far the best performance

in terms of CSI and HSS scores; 2C-SNOW exceeds an HSS of

75%, detects 3/4 of the snow events but triggers false alarms for

25% of the cases. Differences between the spaceborne and

ground-based products occur mostly at the edges of storms (see

an example in Fig. 5) where the spatial–temporal collocation

procedure is less reliable. Some discrepancies between the

snow detection algorithms are due to differences in the phase

classification; e.g., CloudSat misses approximately 1% of pre-

cipitation events because it classifies them as rain and thus the

2C-SNOWalgorithm provides no precipitation. The remaining

differences between snow occurrences can be attributed to the

blind zones of the instruments: all the spaceborne radars are

generally affected by ground clutter in the first kilometer close

to the ground (with worse performance over mountain re-

gions), whereas the ground-based radars may overshoot shal-

low precipitation especially at far ranges and in the case of

beam blocking (Smalley et al. 2017). This happens for the

nonprecipitating part of the cloud at around 368N in Fig. 5b; at

this location, MRMS indicates ‘‘snow’’ because the lowest el-

evation scan of the ground-based radars samples in-cloud

conditions rather than precipitation at the ground. Additionally,

some of the disagreement between products can be attributed

to the imperfection of the filtering methodology (PR2C-SNOW

values , 0.10mmh21 are treated as ‘‘no-snow’’) as shown for

few pixels around 408N in Fig. 5 where both MRMS and 2C-

SNOW indicate snowfall but missed detections are triggered

because CloudSat reports very low precipitation rates.

The CORRA, Ku-only, and DPR products have similar

detection capabilities (POD 5 30%) which suggests that the

precipitation detection is mainly driven by theKu precipitation

radar which is the most sensitive of the DPR pair (Battaglia

et al. 2020), but still inadequate for snowfall studies. It was

already shown by Skofronick-Jackson et al. (2019) that the

DPR detects only 1/10 of the snow occurrences, compared to

theCloudSat radar. They demonstrated that for this reason and

due to differences between algorithms, the DPR reports only

1/3 of the snow accumulation. The sensitivity threshold of

12 dBZ of the Ku precipitation radar translates, via Eq. (1), to

approximately 0.5mmh21 which explains the low detection

skills. The Ka-only product performs worse than any of the

retrievals under consideration. Again, the main issue affecting

its detection capabilities is the sensitivity of the sensor (18 dBZ

’ 1mmh21 in the matched swath) that results in only 6% of

the snow events being captured.

FIG. 5. (a) MRMS precipitation rates on 1918 UTC 10 Feb 2016. The thick dashed black lines mark the 2-m

wet-bulb temperature isotherms of 2108, 08, and 108C. The magenta–green line indicates an edge of a region

where probability of snow exceeds 90% according to the methodology of Sims and Liu (2015). State boundaries

are shown as dotted lines. Different colors along the CloudSat track indicate correct rejections (blue), false

alarms (yellow), missed detections (red), and hits (green) of the 2C-SNOW retrieval with respect to the

MRMS product. (b) The corresponding CloudSat radar reflectivity. The black–white lines mark the top and

the bottom of the lowest elevation scan of the NEXRAD radars; varying heights of these lines are the result of the

varying distance from the CloudSat track to the nearest ground-based radar. (c) The collocated precipitation rates

from 2C-SNOW (blue) and MRMS (orange) product along the CloudSat track. The color coding at the bottom

of (b) and (c) corresponds to the detection capabilities of CloudSat shown in (a). The gaps in the data correspond

to the points not included in the analysis due to fractional filling, high temperature, or distance to the ground-

based radars.
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Out of the radiometer-based algorithms, SLALOM per-

forms much better than GPROF (with double the GPROF

HSS value) and DPR products, with HSS and CSI reaching

59% and 48%, respectively. These values are close to those of

the CPR 2C-SNOW retrieval, the product it was trained on.

This emphasizes that the GMI has a very high potential for

snow detection, if trained with a high-sensitivity radar dataset.

SLALOM is characterized by a much higher POD than the

GPM radar products, but it is affected by a larger number of

false alarms. The false detections mainly correspond to non-

precipitating ice clouds.

Out of all the products considered, GPROF suffers from

the highest number of false alarms. This issue is related to

the confounding effects of the background surface within the

IFOV. Most of the false alarms are triggered over snow-

covered land or sea ice where solid-phase water accumulated

at the surface is confused with falling snow.

Because the brightness temperature measured by passive

microwave radiometers depends on the emissivity of the

background surface, an analysis of the detection capabilities of

the radiometric products over different surface types was

performed. We use the same land classification scheme that is

adopted in the GPROF algorithm, where aK-means clustering

of emissivities is exploited to define 10 self-similar surface

types, ranging from different vegetation types to snow-covered

surfaces and inland water pixels. For more detail on the clas-

sification methodology, see Aires et al. (2011).

The HSS score of the SLALOM algorithm is relatively sta-

ble irrespective of the surface type and it varies between 56%

over ‘‘maximum snow’’ and 63% for the ‘‘minimal snow’’ (see

Table 2). There is notmuch difference in terms ofHSS between

vegetated land and snow-covered surfaces.Nevertheless, FAR is

larger for all the snow-covered surface types and sea ice com-

pared to vegetation (25%–45% versus 20%–30%). This indi-

cates the difficulties that the PMW instruments encounter in

distinguishing between the snowfall and the snow at the ground.

The GPROF product exhibits a much greater dependence

of the HSS on the surface type, as opposed to SLALOM.

There is almost a factor of 3 difference between the lowest

and the highest HSS over the different surfaces. The lowest

HSS (#15%) is reported over ‘‘maximum snow,’’ ‘‘water/ice

boundary,’’ ‘‘sea ice,’’ and ‘‘ocean,’’ all of which (except for

‘‘ocean’’) are associated with snow/ice cover. The low perfor-

mance of the algorithm over the ocean is difficult to interpret.

On the one hand, it may reflect poor sampling due to limited

MRMS coverage of the ocean cases, almost entirely at longer

ranges. On the other hand, the SLALOM algorithm is not af-

fected by this issue, which suggests at deficiencies of the

GPROF retrieval. Note that snow cover cannot be unambig-

uously related to the poorer detection capabilities of GPROF.

Moderate, low, and minimal snow classes perform comparably

to different vegetation types in terms ofHSS but, as for SLALOM,

they are associated with an elevated FAR. Interestingly, the

poor performance of the two worst classes is the effect of dif-

ferent mechanisms. On one hand, over ‘‘water/ice boundaries,’’

both the POD and FAR are very low (8% and 11%, respec-

tively), which indicates a very conservative detection procedure.

On the other hand, for the ‘‘maximum snow’’ class, the FAR is

the highest among all the surface types which suggests a com-

pletely opposite approach. Nevertheless, the GPROF algorithm

still producesmanymissed detections on snow-covered surfaces,

as shown in Fig. 6. Note that the POD over snow-covered sur-

faces in the GPROF product in general is higher than over the

other surface types. This might be the result of using different

precipitation datasets to construct the a priori database (see

section 2b(3)) with the DPR-based products being used over all

surface types except for those covered in snow. Even a visual

comparison between the number of correct snow detections in

the March 2017 North American blizzard (Figs. 6e,f) confirms

the better performances of SLALOMover GPROF in mapping

snow, irrespective of the surface type.

b. Probability distribution functions of snow occurrences

The first qualitative comparison of the products is shown

in Fig. 7, where the probability distribution functions (PDF)

of the snow intensity are presented. All of the PDFs include

TABLE 2. Frozen precipitation detection scores over different surface types, as derived from the Tool to Estimate Land Surface

Emissivities at Microwave Frequencies (TELSEM).

Surface type HSS (%) POD (%) FAR (%) No. of MRMS pixels

SLALOM GPROF SLALOM GPROF SLALOM GPROF ‘‘No-snow’’ ‘‘Snow’’

Ocean 56.4 15.9 53.8 17.9 30.7 69.3 141 401 17 171

Sea ice 58.8 18.1 59.6 14.1 35.5 57.0 191 378 16 412

Maximum vegetation 59.5 34.4 50.1 23.1 21.6 20.0 1 836 370 98391

High vegetation 58.4 29.8 47.9 19.4 20.7 22.0 3 093 270 140 840

Moderate vegetation 60.0 28.0 48.7 17.4 17.7 14.3 1 137 098 46 667

Low vegetation 59.1 31.7 50.6 21.5 27.1 34.5 76 556 1528

Minimal vegetation 57.5 20.0 45.4 13.7 18.0 53.4 21 959 744

Maximum snow 56.4 12.0 64.9 23.0 46.0 85.3 613 511 35 924

Moderate snow 61.3 33.0 61.9 34.3 33.5 58.2 3 288 516 275 182

Low snow 59.7 31.4 59.7 27.9 34.2 52.3 2 966 481 244 867

Minimal snow 63.3 40.6 60.0 36.3 25.9 41.6 7 681 928 777 037

Standing water and rivers 57.4 26.7 46.3 18.3 17.8 35.0 444 285 27 356

Water/land coast boundary 59.1 21.7 52.0 13.9 22.4 16.0 1 597 261 167 793

Water/ice boundary 58.1 12.9 54.4 7.9 27.4 10.8 156 936 20 042
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precipitation rates below the respective spaceborne opti-

mal threshold and are normalized such that the area under

each curve is unity (the spike at the bin [0, 1023] mm h21 is

truncated). Despite differences in the spatial resolution of the

CPR-, DPR- and GMI-based products, the distributions of the

coarsened MRMS precipitation rates (blue lines) are very

similar, an indication that NUBF does not have a huge impact

over the CONUS. Note that this may not be the case over

ocean, where snowfall originated in shallow convective systems

is more likely to occur (Kulie et al. 2016). The number of heavy

snowfall events decreases exponentially with their intensity. A

rapid increase in the number of small PR cases (0.1 , PR ,
0.3mmh21) is associated with the construction of the dataset,

i.e., to the 50% IFOV filling constraint combined with the

sensitivity threshold of the MRMS (0.2mmh21) and some

smoothing introduced by the spatial coarsening procedure. The

high sensitivity of the CPR reveals that the MRMS product

clearly underestimates the number of light snowfall events

(PR , 0.2mmh21). On the other hand, issues related to the

reduced backscattering efficiency at W band and to the attenu-

ation correction in heavier snow events (Matrosov and Battaglia

2009; Cao et al. 2014; Battaglia and Panegrossi 2020) causes

underestimation of the highest precipitation rates (exceeding

1.5mmh21) in the CloudSat product. The sensitivity issue of the

DPR radar, discussed in the previous section, is very clear in the

PDFs with precipitation rates below 0.1mmh21 (0.3mmh21)

almost nonexistent in CORRA, DPR and Ku-only (Ka-only)

products. All the radar-based algorithms clearly underestimate

the snowfall rates at the ground. The radar–radiometer, DPR,

and Ku-only retrievals produce very similar PDFs which indi-

cates that the Ku Precipitation Radar data are the backbone of

all these three algorithms. All of the spaceborne products are

characterized by a lower number of snow events exceeding

0.2mmh21 (1mmh21 for 2C-SNOW) than the ground-based

reference, which suggests their tendency to underestimate the

snowfall rates.

c. Quantitative snow estimates

Figure 8 provides a more detailed comparison between the

MRMS and spaceborne retrievals. Due to the similarities be-

tween the CORRA and Ku-only products, only the former is

shown. The two-dimensional data clearly indicate that all of

the spaceborne snowfall algorithms considered here tend to

underestimate precipitation rates with 2C-SNOW being the

closest to the 1–1 line. The radar–radiometer combined prod-

uct (CORRA) is almost identical to the radar-only retrieval

(DPR), which indicates a minimal impact of the radiometric

data on the final precipitation rate estimate over land. The two-

dimensional PDFs of the radiometer-only algorithms (SLALOM

and GPROF) are characterized by more spread along the y axis,

which indicates an increased uncertainty of these products.

The precision and accuracy of satellite snowfall retrievals is

quantified by the following metrics: the mean error (ME), the

root-mean-square error (RMSE), the mean fractional absolute

error (MFAE), and the multiplicative bias (MB) defined as

ME5
1

N
�
i51

N

(PR
SB

2PR
MRMS

), (4)

FIG. 6. The 14 March 2017 case study. (a)–(c) Precipitation rate at the GMI 36-GHz channel resolution from MRMS, SLALOM

and GPROF, respectively. (d) Surface type classification including ocean (O), sea ice (SI), maximum vegetation (MXV), high

vegetation (HV),moderate vegetation (MDV), low vegetation (LV),minimal vegetation (MNV),maximum snow (MXS),moderate snow

(MDS), low snow (LS), minimal snow (MNS), standing water and rivers (IW), water/land boundary (WLB), water/ice boundary (WIB),

and land/ice boundary (LIB). (e),(f) Snow detection scores, i.e., the false alarms (FA), correct rejections (CR), hits (H), and missed

detections (MD) over the points that satisfy all the criteria for the comparison. Faint colors indicate points that are further than 110 km

from the MRMS radars and are not used in the statistical analysis. The magenta crosses show the radar locations. The thick dashed black

lines mark the 2-m wet-bulb temperature isotherms of 08 and 158C. The magenta–yellow line indicates the edge of the region where

probability of snow exceeds 90% according to the methodology of Sims and Liu (2015).
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Table 3 summarizes the bulk statistics of the snow products

under consideration. Comparison between the retrievals is

performed on the data points where both the satellite and

MRMS indicates snow at the ground and the spaceborne es-

timators exceed their optimal detection thresholds shown in

Table 1; i.e., only the points above the black solid line in Fig. 8

are considered. The comparison of the 2C-SNOW algorithm is

performed with the MRMS dataset that combines the single-

polarization (2006–11) and the dual-polarization quality-

controlled (2016–17) products.

It is evident that the 2C-SNOW retrieval outperforms the

other spaceborne products. It is characterized by the best ME,

RMSE and MB. The Ku-only and the GPROF algorithms are

the leaders for the remaining two categories, i.e., the CC and

the MFAE, respectively. The mean error of the 2C-SNOW

retrieval reported in this study (20.19mmh21) matches the

0.19mmh21 value derived by Cao et al. (2014), where a similar

analysis was performed over the period from January 2009

to March 2011. Our RMSE is slightly larger than in their

analysis (0.71 versus 0.46mmh21). These small differences

may arise from the filtering of the low precipitation rates of the

CloudSat product adopted in this study. In terms of the RMSE,

the Ka-only retrieval is characterized by the largest error

(1.5mmh21), GPROF achieves slightly better results with

RMSE of 1.1mmh21 while the DPR, Ku-only and CORRA

retrievals are characterized by RMSE of 0.9mmh21. SLALOM

with the score of 0.77mmh21 ranks at the second place just

behind 2C-SNOW. All of the products tend to underestimate

snowfall rates at the ground which is reflected in the negative

mean error values. Again, 2C-SNOW and SLALOM are the

least biased. In terms of the total precipitation amount,

2C-SNOW generates 78% of the MRMS values. The DPR,

Ku-only, and CORRA products correspond to an MB of ap-

proximately 53%, while the radiometer-based retrievals are

characterized by larger underestimation with multiplicative

biases of around 49% for SLALOM and 41% for GPROF. For

SLALOM, this is mainly caused by a severe underestimation of

the highest precipitation rates. GPROF underestimates PR

over the whole range of snowfall intensities. A MB of the Ka-

only is comparable to the one of GPROF. All of the satellite

products are characterized by moderate correlation coefficient

values ranging from 0.3 for the Ka-only to 0.49 for the Ku-only

products, which reflects the high degree of uncertainty in

snowfall estimates.

The accuracy and the precision results derived for SLALOM

and GPROF algorithms seem to be worse than those obtained

by Meng et al. (2020) for the Advanced Microwave Sounding

Unit-A (AMSU-A) and MHS pair and the ATMS. These

PMW cross-track scanning sounders have channels with a

similar frequency range to the GMI, i.e., from 23.8GHz to

190.31GHz (MHS)/183.31GHz (ATMS). Their physical al-

gorithm is characterized by a mean error of 20.15mmh21

and a RMSE of 0.63mmh21. Such results are not observed

even for the 2C-SNOW product which suggests that the anal-

ysis of Meng et al. (2020), unlike the analysis in Table 3,

may have included pixels considered to be nonprecipitating

in this study. By mimicking their approach, i.e., by considering

all coarsened ‘‘snow’’ and ‘‘no-snow’’ MRMS samples, the

RMSE of both SLALOM and GPROF is brought down to

0.33mmh21, while theME is reduced to20.05 and20.06mmh21,

respectively.

d. Calibration with MRMS

The snow climatology provided by spaceborne products

differs noticeably from the ground-based reference. Clearly,

FIG. 7. Probability distribution functions of the snowfall rate

occurrence. Different panels correspond to the different horizontal

resolutions of the spaceborne instruments. All of the PDFs include

nonprecipitation pixels for ease of comparison.
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this is related to the low temporal sampling, limited swath

sizes and sensitivity issues of the DPR radar, but it is also the

result of diverse microphysical assumptions made by different

retrievals such as variable snow densities, falling-velocity as-

sumptions and so on. Such discrepancies in the algorithms re-

sult in systematic differences between the snowfall estimates,

which is reflected in e.g., the multiplicative bias values di-

verging from 1. Following the methodology of Meng et al.

(2020), this effect is mitigated by calibrating the spaceborne

products with MRMS over the snowing pixels. First, the vali-

dation dataset is split into training and verification periods. The

training is performed with the last year of data. The products

are calibrated by minimizing the RMSE between the MRMS

precipitation rates and a third-order polynomial of the space-

borne estimate:

PRC
SB 5 �

3

n51

p
n
PRn

SB , (8)

where PRC
SB denotes the corrected spaceborne precipitation

rate, pn are the fitting parameters, and PRSB is the original

satellite precipitation rate. Note that the polynomial has no

constant term. The optimal coefficients of the polynomial de-

rived for each product along with the precision scores (in the

parenthesis) are given in Tab 3. By design, this methodology

improves the RMSE and, as a result, the mean error and the

FIG. 8. Two-dimensional histograms of the snowfall validation dataset. The x axis represents the ground-based reference dataset; the y

axis corresponds to the spaceborne product. (top) The Ka-only, DPR, and CORRA retrievals. (bottom) The 2C-SNOW, GPROF, and

SLALOM algorithms. Data are binned using logarithmic spacing on both axes. The black dashed line indicates the 1–1 correspondence.

The horizontal, black, solid line show the limit on the spaceborne algorithms that optimizes the precipitation detection matching

with MRMS.

TABLE 3. Frozen precipitation precision metrics for pixels where MRMS detects pure snow that fills at least half of the spaceborne

IFOV and the spaceborne product exceeds the precipitation threshold given in Table 1. The considered metrics include the following:

ME—mean error; RMSE—root-mean-square error; MFAE—mean fractional absolute error; MB—multiplicative bias; CC—correlation

coefficient. The terms p3, p2, and p1 are the coefficients of the polynomial �pnPR
n
SB that minimizes RMSE between MRMS and the

spaceborne product. The scores for the retrievals calibrated with MRMS are in parentheses.

SLALOM GPROF CORRA DPR Ku Ka 2C-SNOW

ME (mm h21) 20.44 (20.04) 20.68 (20.18) 20.57 (20.02) 20.59 (0.02) 20.58 (20.01) 21.10 (0.12) 20.19 (20.02)

RMSE (mm h21) 0.77 (0.67) 1.14 (0.89) 0.92 (1.00) 0.93 (1.01) 0.90 (0.94) 1.52 (1.10) 0.71 (0.63)

MFAE (%) 49.0 (59.0) 60.1 (58.6) 48.8 (48.1) 49.2 (48.8) 50.8 (44.0) 56.5 (54.3) 55.5 (61.8)

MB (%) 48.9 (95.7) 41.3 (83.3) 53.1 (98.6) 52.5 (101.4) 53.1 (99.4) 41.5 (106.4) 78.2 (97.5)

CC 0.39 (0.37) 0.37 (0.35) 0.41 (0.35) 0.39 (0.34) 0.49 (0.46) 0.30 (0.19) 0.37 (0.36)

No. of ‘‘hits’’ 1 020 734 141 744 218 277 208 914 208 410 28 072 48 086

p3 1.18 0.04 0.01 0.02 0.01 0.03 0.09

p2 22.98 20.56 20.26 20.43 20.24 20.66 20.77

p1 3.19 2.14 1.90 2.33 1.89 3.10 1.90
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multiplicative bias that approach the best possible scores

(ME 5 0mmh21 and MB 5 100%) for all of the products

except for GPROF and Ka only. The lower improvement for

these retrievals can be attributed to the statistical noise in the

Ka-only algorithm and heterogeneous training dataset of

GPROF (Fig. 8). The correlation coefficients for each product

show no improvement after calibration to MRMS. Given the

ease of application of the polynomial correction, this meth-

odology can be successfully applied to PMW algorithms to

produce a global snow climatology that is more consistent with

the radar measurements. SLALOM seems to be the best suited

for testing these results because of its high detection capabil-

ities and its substantially improved multiplicative bias value

after the calibration.

e. Annual snow accumulation over the United States

The spatial distribution of the mean annual snow accumu-

lation derived from 4 full years of data (2016–19) for some of

the products analyzed here is shown in Fig. 9. To calculate the

mean annual accumulation, the analysis domain is split into

0.18 3 0.18 boxes. Then, a mean snowfall rate in each latitude–

longitude box is computed for the MRMS data upscaled to

the GMI resolution. The MRMS data have been previously

matched in space, time, and resolution with each satellite

footprint. The same procedure is repeated for the spaceborne

products at their native pixel size. Next, the average snowfall

rate is multiplied by 24 (hours) and 365 (days). In this way, the

average annual accumulation is computed subject to being

observed by the GMI. Despite differences in the beam size,

the sampling resolution, and the swath width of the different

instruments, the mean precipitation rate in the latitude–

longitude box should converge to the same value if the sam-

ple size is large enough. The snow accumulation of the MRMS

product is calculated using pixels where frozen precipita-

tion represents at least 90% of the total precipitation area

within the GMI FOV. The same frozen fraction threshold is

also used for the GPROF retrieval; i.e., the total accumulation

is calculated only over pixels where the ratio between the

frozenPrecipitation and mostLikelyPrecipitation GPROF prod-

ucts exceeds 90%. In the case of the Ka-only and the CORRA

algorithms, only the data that are flagged as ice above the

lowest clutter free ranges are used.

The effect of signal blockage is very clear in the MRMS

data (Kirstetter et al. 2012), especially over the Rocky

FIG. 9.Mean annual snowfall accumulation over the 4-yr period (2016–19) restricted to theGPMcoincident scans

for several products analyzed as indicated by the labels in the bottom-right corner. The data are binned into 0.18 3
0.18 regions. The accumulation for the MRMS and GPROF products are computed for the pixels where the frozen

fraction exceeds 90% (see discussion in section 3). The Ka-only and CORRA retrievals are accumulated over

profiles where snow is detected in the lowest clutter free radar bin. The ‘‘SLALOM calib.’’ product shows the

climatology of the SLALOM algorithm calibrated with the MRMS data at close ranges following the procedure of

Meng et al. (2020).
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Mountains, where regions of very little snow amounts are ad-

jacent to those where the accumulation exceeds 30mm and

more (Smalley et al. 2017). Moreover, circular patterns of en-

hanced snow amount, mostly present at the north edge of the

MRMS domain, show that the product quality degrades with

the range from the ground-based radars, a feature already

discussed in section 3. Both of these factors seriously hinder

MRMS-V11-based climatological studies of the snow spatial

distribution, its impact on the water cycle, hazard analysis re-

lated to the snowfall intensity and, last but not least, the

analysis of the expected rise in the river levels during spring.

TheGPM-DPR products are free of the aforementioned issues

and therefore they provide complementary information on the

snowfall distribution in the orographic areas and at far ranges.

For instance, they reveal a band of large snow accumulation

over and east of Vancouver Island that is not present in the

MRMS data. However, the presented DPR-based algorithms

largely underestimate the accumulation, with the Ka-only

product being the most affected. Moreover, because of their

limited sensitivity, the climatology they provide is biased to-

ward heavy snowfall events and it results in a very patchy

picture due to their low probability of detection. The clima-

tology based on the PMW products presents the most consis-

tent picture of snowfall, but it is not free from drawbacks. For

instance, there is a sharp contrast between the precipitation

amounts nearby and over theGreat Lakes and theHudson Bay

in the GPROF retrieval. This behavior can be related to the

different a priori databases used over ocean, snow/ice, and land

for the algorithm training. This issue does not affect the cli-

matology of SLALOM. In general, the spatial distribution of

snow is similar in both PMW algorithms with SLALOM pro-

viding higher snowfall estimates that are closer to, but still

lower than, the MRMS product near the ground-based radars,

e.g., close to Quebec City in Canada.

The MRMS-calibrated climatology of SLALOM snow ac-

cumulation (see section 4d) is shown in the top-right panel of

Fig. 9. Clearly, it provides higher snow accumulation values

than any other spaceborne algorithm. It agrees better with the

ground-based product, especially in proximity to the radars.

Unfortunately, the lack of reliable ‘‘ground-truth’’ data over

the Rocky Mountains preclude the verification as to whether

the high amount of precipitation reported there is real or it

corresponds to false alarms over the snow-covered mountains.

Consequently, the availability of dense precipitation gauge

networks in regions where ground-based radars have limited

coverage (due to signal blockage) is of paramount importance

for validating remote-sensor-derived precipitation products,

especially those retrieved from spaceborne sensors (Derin

et al. 2016; Navarro et al. 2019)

f. The effect of supercooled cloud droplets

One of the features of the SLALOM retrieval is a super-

cooled droplets detection (SCDD) module at the cloud tops.

This module is based on a random forest approach, with

the training dataset excluding any embedded supercooled

droplet cases. The CloudSat/CALIPSO-based training dataset

contains 397 033 observations: 10 783 snowfall cases with-

out supercooled droplets and 16 327 snowfall cases with

supercooled droplets at cloud top. The SCDD module is sim-

ilar to the SLALOM snow detection model, with the same

input variables, i.e., T2m, TPW, the vertical profiles of tem-

perature, specific humidity, relative humidity, and all 13 GMI

channels. The final forest consists of 300 decision trees and it

outputs a probability of supercooled droplet occurrence at the

GMI sampling locations. Validation of the SCDD module

proves its high accuracy, with a POD of 97%, a FAR of only

5%, and an HSS reaching 89% (Rysman et al. 2018). We use

this detection capability to assess their impact on the accuracy

of PMW retrievals. For this purpose, the validation data are

split according to the presence of supercooled particles

(Fig. 10). The emissivity effect of liquid water is visible in both

products, with both tending to underestimate the precipitation

rates to a greater extent when supercooled droplets are present

within the IFOV. This finding is more pronounced in the

GPROF algorithm, where clouds with the supercooled

droplet layer at the top rarely exceed precipitation rates of

0.2–0.3 mm h21. This results in a notable decorrelation of

the ground-based and spaceborne products (CC 5 0.16).

Moreover, the multiplicative bias for mixed-phase clouds is

more than 2 times worse than for ice-only (24% versus 57%;

note that 1 is the perfect score). SLALOM seems to be less

affected, nevertheless its accuracy is also degraded by a

factor of 2 in terms of the MB (33% versus 61%) when su-

percooled droplets are present at the cloud top. Since SLW

is mostly associated to low snow rates, the overall accuracy

of the PMW products is not strongly affected, as shown in

Rysman et al. (2019).

5. Summary and conclusions

This study compares various GPM and CloudSat snowfall

products to the MRMS precipitation data over the continental

United States during the period from November 2014 to

September 2020. The following retrievals were analyzed:

three based on the GPM radar-only measurements (Ka-only,

Ku-only, and DPR products), the GPM combined radar–

radiometer algorithm (CORRA), two passive microwave re-

trievals (GPROF and SLALOM), and the 2C-SNOW CloudSat

radar product. The ground-based reference data were spatially

and temporally matched in resolution to each spaceborne re-

trieval prior to the analysis.

Among the algorithms tested here, the 2C-SNOW product

exhibits the best performances in terms of snowfall detection.

When assessed with the dual-polarization quality-controlled

MRMS data, 2C-SNOW has an HSS score of almost 75%,

detects 75%of snow events, and falsely issues an alarm for only

one in four cases. The discrepancies between MRMS and

2C-SNOW arise mainly from the problems with sensing close

to the surface, i.e., CloudSatmeasurements are affected by the

ground clutter whereas the altitude of the ground-based mea-

surements increases progressively with the distance from the

sensor, which creates a blind zone close to the ground.

The Ka-only product ranks at the other end of the spectrum

of the snowfall detection capabilities, with an HSS of approx-

imately 9%. The main issue affecting its performance is the

sensitivity limit of the sensor (18 dBZ’ 1mmh21) that results
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in only 5% of snowfall identified by MRMS being captured.

The same problem, but to a lesser degree, applies to the

Ku-only, DPR, and CORRA products. Their detection skills

are limited by the sensitivity of the Ku module of the DPR

system.With the ability to detect radar targets of 12 dBZ, all of

these algorithms identify approximately 30% of solid precipi-

tation occurrences. This combined with a very low false alarm

rate (FAR; below 3%) increases the HSS to 45%.

The PMWproducts tend to detect more snowfall events than

the DPR retrievals but they also trigger more false alarms. The

analysis of almost 6 years of collocated PMW and ground-

based snowfall estimates shows the advantages of CloudSat/

CALIPSO-based machine learning retrievals [SLALOM and

similar approached proposed by Liu and Seo (2013) and

Kongoli et al. (2015)] over the traditional physically based

approaches (GPROF), with HSSs of 59% versus 31%, re-

spectively. The performance of themachine learning algorithm

is only 15 percentage points worse than that of the CPR 2C-

SNOW retrieval (albeit with a much larger sample), the

product it was trained on. This shows the great potential of

artificial intelligence solutions to improve the quality of pre-

cipitation retrieval algorithms, as long as the training is based

on high quality data. Notably, GPROF’s worse results may also

result from the a priori dataset used in the Bayesian approach,

which is based on GPM DPR products that suffer from low

radar sensitivity and poor snow detectability. The performance

of the PMW retrievals strongly depends on the surface type

within the IFOV. In particular, the number of false alarms over

snow-covered surfaces is 2–3 times larger than over vegetated

areas. In the most extreme case of surfaces covered with

deep snow, the false alarm ratio reaches 46% and 85% for

SLALOM and GPROF, respectively. The same quantity over

vegetation covered land covered does not exceed 20% and

30%, respectively.

All of the spaceborne products analyzed here tend to un-

derestimate the intensity of the snowfall events. The snow

accumulation for the correct detections in all the GPM al-

gorithms is only one-half of the MRMS values (multiplicative

bias of 50%). This is a serious issue for quantifying snowfall

and for the Earth energy budget studies, especially for those

based on the GPM-DPR products that are additionally

affected by an abundant number of missed detections, as al-

ready noted by Skofronick-Jackson et al. (2019). The CloudSat

2C-SNOW algorithm is in better agreement with the ground-

based product; it is also affected by some underestimation of the

precipitation accumulation over correctly detected events due to

high-end reflectivity saturation, but the bias is less pronounced

(multiplicative bias of 80%, i.e., 20% underestimation).

Furthermore it is shown that, by calibrating the spaceborne

products with the reference data, the systematic bias can be

effectively reduced to almost zero. The polynomial correction

proposed in this study has a positive impact on almost all of the

metrics used to measure the agreement with the reference

MRMS product, apart from the correlation coefficient.

FIG. 10. Two-dimensional histograms of the snowfall intensity for the systems (bottom) with and (top) without su-

percooled droplets identified at the cloud top by SLALOM. The (left) GPROF and (right) SLALOM algorithms.
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Despite its limited sampling capability, the CloudSat-

CPR provides by far the most complete view of snow sys-

tems (both in terms of snow occurrences and of snow PDF),

with limited capabilities only when quantifying intense

snowfall rate, due to the well-known saturation of W-band

reflectivities in the presence of centimeter-size non-Rayleigh

targets and issues related to the attenuation correction. The

GPM-DPR offers better coverage and is certainly more valu-

able for medium/heavy snow conditions. However, the low

DPR minimum sensitivity (around 12 dBZ at Ku band) seri-

ously hampers DPR snowfall detection and quantitative esti-

mates. The two PMW products considered here (GPROF and

SLALOM) outperform the DPR retrievals; they generally

underestimate the total amount of snowfall with a tendency to

underestimate large snow rates. However, the calibration pro-

posed in this study can effectively reduce this issue. Our analysis

also suggests a better performance from SLALOM, which

is trained by the global A-Train (CloudSat and CALIPSO)

observations.

The snowfall results presented in this study are substantially

worse than those obtained for liquid precipitation over the

CONUS by Kidd et al. (2018), with the DPR-Ku product bi-

ased marginally low (ME 5 20.04mmh21) and GPROF bi-

ased slightly high (ME 5 0.15mmh21). In their study, both

algorithms exhibited high POD (.70%), high HSS of 0.77 and

0.67, and CC exceeding 0.61 and 0.55 for the radar and the

radiometer products, respectively. These results confirm that

the retrievals of snow are much more challenging than those

of rain; more research is needed to constrain the underlying

uncertainties and dedicated spaceborne missions targeting

snow and high-latitude precipitation are highly recommended

(Battaglia et al. 2020). Such developments will be paramount

toward providing a better characterization of Earth’s energy

and water budget.
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